
XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

Optical data products (thumbnails or
SIMBAD/NED links) are dealt with
separately later
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

To retrieve individual images press View data as
to view the results on the screen then

click on object related files (rightmost column) for
the pointing of interest.

In the item tree shown click on the + marker to
expand the item of interest. (clicking on the folder
icon accesses a descriptive note for the specific
data product)

Expand until you reach a FITS file name and
click for immediate retrieval.
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

To retrieve individual images press View data as
to view the results on the screen then

click on object related files (rightmost column) for
the pointing of interest.

In the item tree shown click on the + marker to
expand the item of interest. (clicking on the folder
icon accesses a descriptive note for the specific
data product)

Expand until you reach a FITS file name and
click for immediate retrieval.
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

To retrieve individual images press View data as
to view the results on the screen then

click on object related files (rightmost column) for
the pointing of interest.

In the item tree shown click on the + marker to
expand the item of interest. (clicking on the folder
icon accesses a descriptive note for the specific
data product)

Expand until you reach a FITS file name and
click for immediate retrieval.
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

To retrieve individual images press View data as
to view the results on the screen then

click on object related files (rightmost column) for
the pointing of interest.

In the item tree shown click on the + marker to
expand the item of interest. (clicking on the folder
icon accesses a descriptive note for the specific
data product)

Expand until you reach a FITS file name and
click for immediate retrieval.

continuing in 10 sec . . .



XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

To retrieve cumulative tar files with all data
products instead press retrieve all object related
files.

In the item tree shown click on the + marker to
expand the item of interest.

Then click on Online generation and assign a
tar.gz file name (the file can be retrieved
immediately or later).

Pressing the User data button you can later
access your file repository for download.

Please delete files after download ! Also note
that space is limited and may be demanding on
local resources, so please avoid large queries.
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

To retrieve cumulative tar files with all data
products instead press retrieve all object related
files.

In the item tree shown click on the + marker to
expand the item of interest.

Then click on Online generation and assign a
tar.gz file name (the file can be retrieved
immediately or later).

Pressing the User data button you can later
access your file repository for download.
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

To retrieve cumulative tar files with all data
products instead press retrieve all object related
files.

In the item tree shown click on the + marker to
expand the item of interest.

Then click on Online generation and assign a
tar.gz file name (the file can be retrieved
immediately or later).

Pressing the User data button you can later
access your file repository for download.

Please delete files after download ! Also note
that space is limited and may be demanding on
local resources, so please avoid large queries.
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

To retrieve cumulative tar files with all data
products instead press retrieve all object related
files.

In the item tree shown click on the + marker to
expand the item of interest.

Then click on Online generation and assign a
tar.gz file name (the file can be retrieved
immediately or later).

Pressing the User data button you can later
access your file repository for download.

Please delete files after download ! Also note
that space is limited and may be demanding on
local resources, so please avoid large queries.
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve X-ray data products (X-ray images or
expo maps) issue any query on table
xxlpointings in preference to table 3XLSS.
Data products are associated to XMM pointings.

To retrieve cumulative tar files with all data
products instead press retrieve all object related
files.

In the item tree shown click on the + marker to
expand the item of interest.

Then click on Online generation and assign a
tar.gz file name (the file can be retrieved
immediately or later).

Pressing the User data button you can later
access your file repository for download.

Please delete files after download ! Also note
that space is limited and may be demanding on
local resources, so please avoid large queries.

continuing in 8 sec . . .



XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve optical data products (thumbnails or
SIMBAD/NED links) issue any query on table
3XLSSOPTN or 3XLSSOPTS. To see data
products associated to individual sources you
should tick the tick box appearing at the very
bottom of the page.

To retrieve individual products per source press
View data as to view the results on the screen
then click on object related files (rightmost
column) for the source of interest.

In the item tree shown expand and retrieve the
items you want

To retrieve cumulative tar files with all data
products as usual press "retrieve all object
related files" and act on the shown (simple) item
tree.

continuing in 4 sec . . .



XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve optical data products (thumbnails or
SIMBAD/NED links) issue any query on table
3XLSSOPTN or 3XLSSOPTS.

To retrieve individual products per source press
View data as to view the results on the screen
then click on object related files (rightmost
column) for the source of interest.

In the item tree shown expand and retrieve the
items you want

To retrieve cumulative tar files with all data
products as usual press "retrieve all object
related files" and act on the shown (simple) item
tree.
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve optical data products (thumbnails or
SIMBAD/NED links) issue any query on table
3XLSSOPTN or 3XLSSOPTS.

To retrieve individual products per source press
View data as to view the results on the screen
then click on object related files (rightmost
column) for the source of interest.

In the item tree shown expand and retrieve the
items you want (the figure on the left shows a
partially expanded tree; FITS thumbnails can be
retrieved one by one, while clicking on "online
generation" for SIMBAD or NED link will display a
SIMBAD or NED query result page)

To retrieve cumulative tar files with all data
products as usual press "retrieve all object
related files" and act on the shown (simple) item
tree.
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XXL data product retrieval

To retrieve optical data products (thumbnails or
SIMBAD/NED links) issue any query on table
3XLSSOPTN or 3XLSSOPTS.

To retrieve individual products per source press
View data as to view the results on the screen
then click on object related files (rightmost
column) for the source of interest.

In the item tree shown expand and retrieve the
items you want

To retrieve cumulative tar files with all data
products as usual press "retrieve all object
related files" and act on the shown (simple) item
tree.

tutorial terminated !
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